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Foreword

he LNDP-World Bank Water and Sanita-

tion Program is a collaborative initiative emerging

from the International Drinking Water Supply and

Sanitation Decade; (the Decade) of the 1980s.

Concentrating work on a dozen locus countries

and operational in more than 30 other developing

countries, Program activities serve to strengthen

national and local efforts for improving the access

oí poor people to safe water and sanitation.

To carry out this work, the Program relies on the

expertise of a global network of staff stationed in

four Regional Water and Sanitation Groups

(RWSGs) and within country-level projects. This

field team is backed by a management group in

the World Bank's Water and Sanitation Division

(INUWS) in Washington, D.C. The Program also

has the active support of the INUWS Policy Unit,

established in 1990 to identify key issues in the

water and sanitation sector — especially organiza-

tional and institutional issues in service delivery

— and to undertake policy, research, and opera-

tional support work to help resolve them. Close

integration of the Policy Unit work plan with that

of the Program provides additional capacity to

meet strategic objectives.

This structure, with its combination of field oper-

ations and applied research, allows the Program

and its government and donor agency partners to

test and evaluate innovative approaches applied in

large-scale investment programs in the developing

world. The decentralized RWSG structure also

allows for flexibility and prompt responses to

changing circumstances, while encouraging inter-

action and collaboration among donors at the

country and regional level.

The Program's current annual budget is approxi-

mately US$13 million. This is projected to grow

modestly over the coming five years. Program

resources are presently provided by the Division

for Global and Interregional Programmes (DGIP)

and Regional Bureaux of the United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP), by nine bilat-

eral donor agencies, and by the World Bank.

Drawing on more than a decade of experience in

the developing world, the Program today is playing

a catalytic role in improving sector investments

and national policies to better serve the poor in

the 1990s.

Program efforts currently focus on supporting

sustainable investments through systematic learn-

ing; building national and local capacities; and

disseminating sector lessons and knowledge, as

detailed in this Strategy Statement.

Timothy Rinhevmel
Director, DGi P
UNDP

(-ur t Carnemark
Chief, Water and Sanitation

Bank



Improving \
Services for :

the Poor :
in the 1990s*:

EXPERIENCE

DEMONSTRATES

THAT NO FIXED

FORMULA WORKS

IN ALL PLACES.

ale drinking water and sanitation are require-

ments for improved health and quality of life, for

economic development, and for a sustainable

environment. But well over a billion people —

primarily the poor in the slums and villages of the

developing world — live without these basic ser-

vices. The social and environmental costs are

enormous.

Millions of people, mainly children, die every year

from water-related diseases. The poor suffer in ill

health, in time spent collecting water, in lost

wages, and often in high prices paid for inferior

services. Improperly managed garbage and human

wastes are contaminating neighborhoods and

water resources in the developing world, inflating

the costs of water supplies and again hurting the

poor. Burgeoning cities with inadequate water and

sanitation services have unhealthy citizens and a

polluted environment, undermining their poten-

tial for sustainable development. ;

I
Since the launching of the Water and Sanitation

Decade in 1980, the global community has made

unprecedented progress in addressing these chal-

lenges. When the Decade drew to a close at the

end of 1990, more than one billion people in the

developing world had gained access to safe drink-

ing water for the first time in their lives. And 750

million had been provided with improved sanita-

tion facilities.

By the beginning of the 1990s, nearly $10 billion

was being invested each year in the water and san-

itation sector, the majority of which, some $7 bil-

lion, was invested by developing countries. The

remainder, nearly $3 billion, was provided by

external support agencies. Despite these sizable

commitments, the overall rate of service expan-

sion barely kept pace with population growth. In

many developing countries there are more

unserved people than ever.

The experiences of the Decade have shown that

improving the access of the poor to sustainable

services is difficult and complex — a process often

requiring changes in the behavior of many partici-

pants, both in-country and among external sup-

port agencies. Experience also demonstrates that

no fixed formula works in all places. Within the

concerned development community — among

governments, donor institutions, and NGOs —

there is growing awareness that the results of

many sector development activities can be signifi-

cantly improved. This has led to a broad consen-

sus that change is needed in the sector, and an

increasing willingness to explore new institution-

al, technological, and managerial options.

During the New Delhi "Global Consultation on

Sate Water and Sanitation" a consensus was

reached on priorities for sector development in the

1990s. Follow-up global forums held in Delft,

Dublin, and Brussels have helped to consolidate

directions and strategies concerning sector capaci-

ty building, water resources and the environment,

and management of utilities. The consensus on

sector strategies has been further endorsed by the

World Bank's 1992 World Development Report on

environment and development and by UNDP's



1992 Human Development Report. Greater priority

for the sector, finally, was an important outcome

of the 1992 International Conference on Environ-

ment and Development in Rio ck Janeiro.

Improving the access oí poor people to safe water

and sanitation on a sustainable basis will require

more effective utilization of limited investment

resources in the 1990s. It will require an aclive

search for better approaches to enhance services.

This will involve expanding both technological and

service delivery options to tailor choices to the

demands of people. It will require governments to

rethink their roles and the role of the private sec-

tor. It means more purposeful investments in

human resources and capacity-building initiatives.

And it means strengthening informal and lormal

institutions at the country level, which can ensure

the suslainability of improved infrastructure.

Meeting these challenges will require the strategic

application of resources for innovation — for

rethinking the approaches that have been tried in

the past, for testing new operational options, for

analyzing systematically what works and what

doesn't, and lor sharing the lessons of experience

broadly. Much has been learned over the past

decade about adopting low-cost technologies,

developing human resources, and promoting pop-

ular participation in projects. But. operational

experience also shows how much remains to be

learned about how to meet people's demands for

services in an efficient and sustainable manner.

Following the comprehensive assessment of the

Program in 1990-91, an intensive review has been

under way to define priorities for Program work in

the 1990s, and pursue opportunities for new solu-

tions, maximizing the use of available resources.



The goal of the Program in the 1990s remains

unchanged — to assist developing countries in

improving poor people's access to sustainable ser-

vices. By acting as a catalyst in bringing innova-

tive approaches into the mainstream of sector

development, the Program aims to attain this

objective on a large scale. This process will

require concerted efforts to learn systematically

from ongoing activities. At the same time, imple-

mentation must be characterized by openness,

flexibility, and cooperation.

The costs of national capacity building, institu-

tional reform, and innovation in service delivery

are substantial. But the potential returns — sus-

tainable services for the poor, public health

improvements, and a better environment — far

outweigh the costs. The Program's approach in

the 1990s remains founded on the principle that

investing in people and the institutions that can

serve them is the soundest commitment that can

be made for future generations.



Program
Strategy for

the 1990s

THE MAGNITUDE

OF THE WATER

AND SANITATION

PROBLEMS IN THE

DEVELOPING

WORLD CALLS

FOR LARGE-SCALE

SOLUTIONS.

cw economic and developmental reali-
ties in the 1990s present challenges and opportu-
nities for the UNDP-World Bank Program.
Increasing demands for better environmental
management and an intensified search lor effec-
tive solutions to poverty are combining to place
the water and sanitation sector higher on the glob-
al development agenda. The growing impetus lor
change within the sector, moreover, presents an
opportunity for lhe Program to be entrepreneurial
and to build on its strengths — its global network,
bank of expertise, analytical capabilities, and
responsiveness to its collaborating partners. The
magnitude of the water and sanitation problems in
the developing world, finally, calls for large-scale
solutions.

In the coming years, the Program will focus on
improving the process through which large-scale
sector development initiatives are formulated and
implemented — helping to build a systematic
learning process into water and sanitation pro-
grams, including those supported by the World
Bank and other multilaterals, the bilaterais, and
other agencies active in the sector. To achieve
this, the Program will concentrate on building
concrete working partnerships with governments,
donor agencies, NGOs, and other institutions in a
group of focus countries. At the same time, it will
place special emphasis on helping countries to
build the capacity to incorporate effective
approaches into new large-scale initiatives.

During the next five years the Program expects to
have core funds equivalent to those of the past
five years. Activities will need to be focused and
targeted on opportunities where the Program's
involvement is likely to make a difference. Pro-
gram experience has shown that activities linked
to large-scale operations in countries with sup-
portive enabling environments are more likely to

have a substantial impact. Thus, at least 60% of
core Program resources will be devoted to coun-
tries that actively seek to undertake sector invest-
ments in a learning and capacity-building
context. Working in this manner is resource
intensive, thus the number ol these countries
may be only six to ten at any one time.

The Program will also provide limited assistance
on a selective basis in other countries requesting
assistance. Where there is promise of movement
toward developing large-scale investment, for
establishing a learning process, or for utilizing
lessons learned elsewhere, the Program will pro-
vide targeted assistance. In these cases there must
also be an external agency partner such as UNDP,
a development bank, or a bilateral willing to
work with the Program.

This updated strategy statement addresses prime
challenges in the sector in the 1990s through
three interrelated Program initiatives: supporting
sustainable investments, building national capaci-
ties, and disseminating lessons and knowledge.

Supporting
Sustainable
Investments ;

The Program is making a concerted effort to
introduce, test, monitor, and adapt various insti-
tutional, technological, and service delivery
options in the design and implementation of
large-scale projects. These are primarily funded
through external support agencies, and the
approach requires close collaboration with the
Program's partners. Lessons learned during



Structured Learning: Bmzil% £$Q$ANEAR. Prpjget

Bia.-il is one oí the most sophisticated developing countries in ta ms ol employing a wide range ol'

|: technologies and service delivery approaches lor perturban sanitation. Despite such extensive expert-'

l-ence, Brazilian officials knew they could not simply "scale-up" using a single proven technology or

I delivery mode. Instead they are using the $200 million World Bank-finaneed water supply and waste

í disposal project, PROSANHAR, as an experimental program to test alternatives systematically. An

|-, initial technical assistance cr. -.poneut managed by Brazilians and assisted by I.NUW.S has been

¡-designed to monitor the effectiveness ol', and systematically learn from, a variety ol sanitation tech-

¡, nologies and service deliverv mechanisms, and to develop guidelines for project, implementation and
! • '

feedback.

• The diverse, range ol subprojeets carried out by PROSANRAR provides an opportunity lor further

t testing ol a range oí technologies. A monitoring exercise is documenting lypes of technology and

{;• design criteria, cost estimates, selection basis, and requirements lor operation and maintenance.

J:'lNUWi> participation is also facilitating evaluation of alternative sen-ice delivery options, including

í the potential tor serv, .iiiacts with the private .•• .tor and for community management and par-

Î ticipation, The Brazilian technical assistance unit is carefully documenting the performance of sa.ni-
I
Station technologies and institutional arrangements in various locations throughout Brazil. By the
j-conclusion of the technical assistance component of PROsANLAk, Brazil will, have:

,' Objective documentation ol the performance ol periurban sanitation experiences, and an assess
¿:
;:" ment of why they were successful or unsuccessful;

! Fxpei'ience with a range ol sanitation technologies and delivers' mechanisms;
5
"• l.'he informational basis for planning additional, large-scale investments employing a range of teeh-

|i, uologi.es and delivery syslein-, inolded lo local needs and I.IM,J¡ÜOUS; and

ii Increased capacity and experience at various levels national government, state water compa- ;

[ nu,;s, municipalilu ;. NGOs, and i innmunities - m testing . ,'proaches, monitoring tlieir expérience,
f'
i and adapting these to fit. their requirements.

i 1NUWS participation will ensure that d< ¡imenled lessons from this project experience will be. wi.de-

J" ly available lor others undertaking projects l,o u n t u n e (nnurb;,ui ,,.,..i.,i.,ion.



implementation about what works and why will

be used lo modify the project to select the most

effective options and to improve similar projects.

The extensive participation of local individuals

and groups in adaptive learning and implementa-

tion will facilitate capacity building and will help

in identifying additional capacity-building

requirements. In addition, the opportunity will be

used to document the lessons learned for wide

dissemination to other countries and donor agen-

cies facing similar challenges.

To get the most from this approach, the Program

will concentrate its resources in those countries

and projects where vital issues can be addressed,

and where sustainable service expansion on a

large scale has the best chance of being achieved.

This will broaden the range of documented suc-

cessful service delivery approaches that are sus-

tainable (See Box #1). Similarly, field testing of a

broad range of promising technologies will guide

the choice of technology support activities and

suggest additional alternatives.

Building
National and
Local Capacities

Capacity building is a complex process involving

policies, institutions, and people. At the policy

level, capacity building means improving the

"rules" governing the sector, as well as the regula-

tions and practices that define the "enabling envi-

ronment" within which sector development

occurs. Investments and other sector development

efforts will not be sustained unless the enabling

environment is supportive. When it is, institu-

tions and people have room to learn, grow, and

change. Capacity building also means enhancing

the performance, variety, and numbers of organi-

zations active in the sector, and strengthening

human resources throughout the sector. A corner-

stone of capacity building is the involvement of

national institutions in the process of learning and

adaptation (See Box #2).

The Program undertakes capacity-building activi-

ties in many cases to help create a climate lor

large-scale investment:

• Assisting governments and in-country agencies

in policy, strategy, program, and large-scale pro-

ject design;

• Developing country training networks of gov-

ernmental, educational, and nongovernmental

institutions to promote specialist sectoral exper-

tise and exchange of information;

• Disseminating information about capacity-

building experiences.

In focus countries the Program will strengthen

training and local institutions by involving them

directly in the implementation process. This will

help to pinpoint training needs, identify institu-

tions to serve as repositories ot sector knowledge,

and promote policy reforms essential to support

project-level action. Such involvement of national

personnel and institutions will result in expanded

capacity, in both the substance and the process of

building investments.



Disseminating
Lessons and
Knowledge

What works in one community may not work in

the neighboring one, much less in a community

on the other side of the world. Nevertheless, prob-

lem-solving approaches are broadly applicable and

lhe number of options for solving any particular

problem are usually limited. The implementation

process supported by the Program will best benefit

the development community if operational experi-

BOX2

Capacity Building

Building human and organizational capacity at the country level is a prime objeeti\c of the Program '•'••;•

,,n lhe

ence and lessons from the field and applied research

are well documented and widely disseminated.

The Program has developed several communica-

tion vehicles for this dissemination work and

plans to devote additional resources to ensure that

information products are of the highest quality

and reach each of the intended audiences — poli-

cy makers, donor agencies, educators, NGOs, sec-

tor specialists, and others.

Program dissemination/information exchange will

be operational at three levels:

Sounder Sector Institutions

Human resource development (HRD) builds Ie.:.:: . ij ..;,!. import institutional reform anil -, ¡, , ,,'i¡:

l i \ i . i i . s e o i s e c I o r i l " i v e s ! m . . : i ! l i < u i , u i ! n i . u H I M . . Í . ¡ Í . . I I , I f\ ,

more than. 30 countries work with governments lo strengthen HRD through ;• vai'icíi ol mechanisms;!

such as training, local research, arid dissemination o!"infbnnal.ion on low-cost water and sanitation

options. These centers help '.i build a strong institutional network that will remain aclive, and vital

after the Program leaves. ',;,• ,.• , „;,

Participatory Development • : ::. ••. • ' --" ',", '

HRD efforts support the shift to decentralized <• visioumakiug, promoiing the skills and know- ¡jge ,j

¡j', ',.i:ssan oi lai:t:(•-scale ir • lopment. '1 he Pin ram develop- 'iiicgies Io empower local communi- '!•

! , K - •• . r v i u l h \ » . M i i i i n : ; = - » *. ; • p a t i i . ¡ j . ¡ i , - i ¡ . : v a i , i , i i , U L , , . i.-;>pn,f . " ¡ < Í Ui.

ing on the achievements o i, i ROWW E.SS ( Promotion ot Uu ,\^,, omen >.i •,'.. .

Environmenial Sanitation Services), it is extending its network oi trainers and sector pron1- ujnals t

work with the private sector, non governmental organisations, an volunteer groups.. The goal ir- v,1

.!• .. i-lop approaches rh.v ,vork on a large scale, linking with othc prom ing microenter-

Drise, and syndic ;i-ing ,; Kpcrience,

8



• Within countries: through national networks
of training institutions; country workshops and
seminars;

• Among countries at the regional level: through
regional exchange among training institutions;
Technical Cooperation among Developing Coun-
tries (TCDC); Program-sponsored regional work-
shops on specific topics; the use of national staff
on short-term assignments in neighboring coun-
tries; and

• At the global level: through publications; Pro-
gram sponsorship of conferences on topics of spe-
cial interest; Program participation in
organizations such as the Collaborative Council
and the Inter-Agency Steering Committee lor
Water Supply and Sanitation.

Based on direct experiences in field activities, Pro-
gram staff are contributing to publications in sev-
eral World Bank and Program series, including
sector reports, discussion papers, and technical
papers.

In addition to the Program Annual Report and
Country Work Program, two new Program
newsletter series are being published, one focus-
ing on capacity building and human resource
development, and another on innovations in water
and sanitation technology. The Program has
assumed an active co-editorial role in Source mag-
azine, which is published and distributed by
UNDP New York and reaches tens of thousands of
readers worldwide.



Implementing
the Strategy
in the 1990s

MORE NEEDS TO

BE LEARNED

ABOUT THE

PERFORMANCE

INSTITUTIONAL

STRUCTURES.

lie Program work plan will concentrate on

building a framework for action-oriented learning,

strengthening country-level operations, promot-

ing collaboration, and adapting the Program orga-

nization to new requirements.

A Framework for
Action-Oriented
Learning

Sustained progress in the sector is most likely

when technological and institutional options are

broadened, rather than confined to any specific

solution at the outset. The Program continues to

play a substantial role in expanding feasible tech-

nical options for both water supply and sanitation

(See Box #3). As urbanization accelerates, work

on low-cost, community-based sewered options

becomes increasingly important, as does work on

innovative treatment options. In addition, more

needs to be learned about the performance of dif-

ferent institutional structures in differeni settings.

Thus, more systematic exploration is needed in

broadening the options lor effective and sustain-

able service delivery.

Learning not only about what works, but why,

poses new challenges for where the Program

focuses its efforts, how it operates in the field and

in headquarters, and the kinds of partnerships it

develops with external support agencies and in-

country groups and individuals. When the Pro-

gram works with partners in large-scale programs

and projects rather than in stand-alone pilot or

demonstration projects, the chances for success

improve because of the possibility of building

into the design and implementation of such pro-

grams a commitment to explore a range of

options. Success is most likely when the Program

BOX

OF DIFFERENT )< Promoting Affordable Technologies

10

A range ol technology options must be made, available lor providing water and sanitation services ,-*

from handpumps to piped water systems and li., ¡n the simplest hygienic latí ¡ onvenii¡ uil !

sewerage. The Program promotes technologies that are affordable, demanded by consumers, and ai '

locally .sustainable. Filons continue to refine; existing technologies, to improve, the process of tech- i
„i,

: nology selection, and to encourage innovation. Emphasis is being placed on improved susiainability '•

of handpumps, lower-cost options for rural and urban sanitation, and low-cost wastewater treatment :q

'" and reuse. ,„;
? ""'t
'Í' ;^

f, A joint initiative is under way by íhe Program, UNICliF, and the World Health Organization (WHO) ,;

' to promote new and affordable technologies. The Technology Promotion Facility (TPF), supported |

by UNDP-DGIP, provides small grants to facilitate demonstration oí new technologies through lield |

; application. I'he first grants have, bcci awarded for developnn i, .1 riaiuu. uber-reinforced lamínales \
; lor manufacture of water cisterns and latrine components in Central America, tesliug and demon- ,5

I
• slut ion of fiberglass pump rods, and improvements in pour Hush latrine pans in Asia. I



builds foundations within countries through a

field presence and collaboration wilh both donors

and governments.

Country-Level
Opérations

Expanding water and sanitation services for the

poor makes a significant contribution to infra-

structure development and a healthy environment.

It requires a supportive enabling environment,

well-planned investment projects, and flexible

implementation of national programs. Countries

seeking to improve their sector operations can call

upon the Program's considerable experience in

these areas, as can the countries' external support

agency partners. The problems at the country

level are complex, and to make a difference, the

Program will need to be selective in choosing

entry points and activities.

Policy and regulatory frameworks define the oper-

ational context of the sector, and in many cases

improving performance will depend on reorient-

ing the rules that govern sector activity. Working

with the operational divisions of the World Bank

(sometimes with other multilateral institutions or

bilateral agencies), the Program provides support

to governments, including preparation of sector

strategies and promoting consensus on the shape

of national investments. Improved policies will

bring lew benefits unless institutions have the

strength to capitalize on the more supportive

enabling environments. Thus, the Program also

assists countries in building capacity through

institutional and human resource development.

In focus countries, the Program will devote sub-

stantial resources to improving implementation

and building capacity. Approaches and specialist

inputs must be flexible, adaptable, and tailored to

fit the local situation. For example, service deliv-

ery systems will often need to be reorganized and

new roles assigned to support decision making at

the lowest appropriate level. Where this is the

11



case, the Program works with a variety of in-coun-

try groups and organizations — governments,

NGOs, user groups, and the private sector — in

defining roles and responsibilities and increasing

accountability to users (See Box #4).

Sub-Saharan Africa, with its fragile institutions,

economic stagnation, and growing population,

poses a special set of challenges. There, the Pro-

gram will place special emphasis on laying the

foundations — strengthening policies, human

resources, and institutions — for sustainable

investments. Where the Program works on sector

investments, projects are likely to be smaller and

to require more intensive support over a longer

period.

Water and sanitation is of increasing importance

on the global development agenda. Water

resources management is emerging as a potential-

ly explosive issue as agriculture, industry, and

urban areas compete for increasingly scarce sup-

plies. Many countries already lace severe water

shortages. The urban environment in developing

countries is deteriorating as liquid and solid

wastes become major sources of pollution. Cities

face growing challenges in expanding services to

keep pace with growing populations. Rural popu-

lations, although not growing as rapidly, face

problems requiring special attention. The Pro-

gram can focus only on expanding access to ser-

vices for the rural and urban poor, where it has a

comparative advantage. Together with other agen-

Building Bol'wia's National Scaur Strategy

Pilot activities in both rural and t u b :.n areas i1 olivia art: .'.'IdiiiR important lessons about the ele- ',••

m e n t s of success in del ivering water and sanha ' ¡o.i services to ilk | ioot. ¡. fogram activities i . ̂ ,,m in _,'(

1982 wi th the fit-kl testing of h a n d p u m p s in several regions. I lie first pilot, project, launched in ;>'

1.988, aimed at helping 60 remote commun i t i e s cons t ruc t new water and sani ta t ion facilities. Work - ,-j
"m

ing together with FKOWWESS, a local NCO, and an W. funded, organisation, the project I • • sue i

cessfully demonstrated the ability of small, dispersed communities to contribute to and manage new ,,:";

water suppl) ;:.)stems 1 he Progratn also piovicled the technical ; 1 ; to facilitan ••mu¡ uring dflj

a direct action handpump ior the national market, •

Based on the pilot •experiences, a four-year, $3..? million water and, sanitation demonstration project, hal l

begun in Potosi, a remote, an a where servn. i , , , i , i.;,,̂ , , i, ,.¡ liiy low „ ,-, )p:"!

a sustainable, delivery system providing water supplies and sanitation u, , , ,i. w • ural peop: ,i,n,d to , :•

develop an approach that can be replicated in othci: rural areas. In addition, the Program, stall I w a n "A
•" ' -if

supervising two World Bank-funded pilot projects I'oi, water and sanitation in periurban areas in "J

Cochabamba and Sania Cruz. The pilot schemes are providing the basis for new proposals, promoting ::,!

wider service coverage to Bolivia's fast, growing , oor urban communities 'getI with tlu-ir Bolh iarij
JT

colleagues, Program stalf are currently working to de\ ISL compri1 L . •, ... ctor policies and strategics^12



cies such as WHO and UNICEF, the Program is

developing stronger linkages to primary health

care initiatives at the country level. The INLJWS

Policy Unit, together with others, will work on

related water and sanitation issues, including

water resources and improving the performance of

urhan utilities.

Collaboration:
Working with
Partners

A diverse range of sector experience needs to be

integrated so that governments and donors learn

collectively from the implementation process.

Because human and financial resources are scarce,

there is a growing urgency to marshall the avail-

able resources, to capitalize on the diversity of

institutions, and to channel energies into tackling

the problems of the poor in the 1990s. The Water

and Sanitation Collaborative Council is working

to move the sector in appropriate directions, and

the Program has its own special role to play in

promoting effective partnerships.

UNDP and the World Bank are the Program's

managing partners. UNDP has been emphasizing

the strengths of the Program's preinvestment

focus, and substantially supporting its capacity-

building work. UNDP Resident Representatives

often assume a central role in harmonizing policy

approaches at the country level. The World Bank

lends the leverage of its investment resources,

which are essential to policy changes and in

expanding services. Bilateral agencies contribute

widespread project experience in reaching the

poor and provide sizable financial resources to the

Program. UN agencies, such as UNICFF and

WHO, provide the Program with valuable per-

spectives and experience.

The Program will continue to place emphasis on

strengthening partnerships among external sup-

port agencies, and between these agencies and

governments. These partnerships — especially

those built by the RWSGs — have particular

importance at the country and regional levels,

where they must cultivate ownership by the gov-

ernments themselves. As part of the. continuing

capacity-building process, RWSGs will be increas-

ingly staffed with personnel from the region and

will work more closely with national sector pro-

fessionals and local consultants. Stronger links

will be developed with national and regional

training institutions through the 1TN, and nation-

al and regional research, professional, and trade

organizations. Efforts are also under way to build

new partnerships with national and international

NGOs recognized for their effective work with

poor communities.

Organizing
for the Future

To achieve the objectives of the strategy, the Pro-

gram needs to remain dynamic, with a suitable

structure and organization, a capable staff, and a

stable financial base.

Structure. The basic structure and organization

put into place in 1988 will continue, with adjust-

ments, to respond to the updated strategy. The

RWSGs, and their regional umbrella, have proven

to be effective, and will become even more impor-

tant as the Program focuses on service expansion

through structured learning. RWSG staff will be a

primary source of expertise for capacity building,

improving implementation performance, building

working-level partnerships, and intercountry
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exchanges of know-how. They will take the lead

in working with governments to plan and imple-

ment regional and country activities, in collabora-

tion with UNDP, the World Bank, and other

agencies. RWSGs are operating in Abidjan,

Nairobi, New Delhi, and Jakarta. New RWSGs are

being planned. A regional unit is being established

in Guatemala lor Central America, and Bolivia

may become the location for a group serving

neighboring countries in South America. In

countries undertaking substantial sector devel-

opment efforts, the Program will have a small

country team and, in some instances, a country

coordinator.

Program headquarters will continue, overall man-

agement and planning, including monitoring,

financing, donor liaison, and administrative func-

tions. Headquarters also has the responsibility lor

key interregional functions: keeping the Program

at the forefront of the learning process; synthesiz-

ing experience from the tield; and disseminating

knowledge and experience worldwide.

With partnerships a central theme of the strategy,

broadening the sense of ownership ol the Program

will be a key to success. At the regional level,

councils of policy makers from countries with siz-

able Program involvement will advise the RWSGs,

while reviewing plans and progress. The regional

councils will ensure that the Program remains

anchored to country and regional concerns. At the

global level, an advisory panel of the Program's

donors has been created in response to a recom-

mendation of the Program assessment team. The

panel provides guidance, reviews progress, and

constitutes a forum where the Program's donors

can review financing and staffing needs and

respond collectively.

Staffing. The Program's success in expanding ser-

vices depends largely on its ability to recruit and

retain highly motivated and qualified staff. The

emphasis on capacity building and flexible imple-

mentation requires staff who have a broad outlook

and are themselves flexible, adaptable, and sensi-

tive to local needs and conditions. It also requires

a range of skills, some of which must come from

staff, while others should be cultivated over time

through a cadre of national and international con-

sultants who can assist in implementing the Pro-

gram's strategy.

RWSGs will normally have a staff of six to eight

sector professionals, with a mix of skills balanced

to respond to regional needs and Program priori-

ties. There will be less emphasis on engineering

and finance, and more on institutional, human

resource, and participatory development. Where

possible, staff will be recruited from the region in

which they work to develop a cadre of local pro-

fessionals in each region and help to ensure a con-

tinuity of trained expertise.

The Program will regularly call upon partner agen-

cies to contribute essential skills, (or example, on

WHO for hygiene education and other health-

related inputs. Interchanges of staff between the

Program and UNDP, multilateral banks such as

the World Bank, and bilateral agencies have been

effective and will continue to be encouraged.

Financing. During the course of the Water and

Sanitation Decade, the Program managed funds

totaling $65 million. About two thirds of this total

came from UNDP, while bilateral agencies con-

tributed most of the balance. Most ol these



resources were project funds: time-limited and

lied to specific activities, staff, or countries, leav-

ing the Program little flexibility to respond to

changing demands. The assessment team recom-

mended that Program finances be placed on a

more stable basis.

As a first step toward a secure financial base, the

Program's major partners at UNDP have made

commitments to live-year (1992-96) funding.

These commitments, from the Division for Global

and Interregional Programmes and the Regional

Bureaux for Africa and Asia and the Pacific, total

more than $4.0 million a year. Inputs from the

World Bank are expected to exceed $1.0 million a

year, and bilateral agencies will augment head-

quarters staff and provide about half of the funds

for the RWSGs. These commitments will provide

the stable core needed for the headquarters team

and the RWSGs.

At the country level, the Program's funding needs

will vary according to its involvement. When a

country launches a major investment project or

national program, funds must be planned for tech-

nical assistance, and investment and operational

support requirements. UNDP is a primary source

of technical assistance for capacity building and for

preinvestment support. Bilateral agencies will join

in funding technical assistance as well as a share

of the investment needs. Support from the World

Bank and other development banks will be needed

for sector work, project preparation, policy adop-

tion, and lor financing part of the investments

required to meet the service needs of the poor.

Where the Program is involved, some of these

funds should be earmarked for Program support,

for a country team, lor example, and planned as

part of the longer-term country strategy.
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These measures will help to put the Program on a

sounder financial looting. The mechanisms avail-

able to donors to support the Program include

financial contributions through UNDP or the World

Bank, secondment ot staff, and parallel financing.
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Five Years
Ahead

i riding ways of improving poor people's

access to safe water and sanitation services is a

pressing challenge in the 1990s. The experiences

ol Lhe Water and Sanitation Decade show that nei-

ther the Program nor the larger development, com-

rnunity can allow themselves to become

complacent with any set of preconceived solu-

tions. Instead, the task requires the strategic appli-

cation of limited development resources to

::|||pmbre innovation and systematic learning. The

major elements of the. way forward are clear, and

the UNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation Pro-

gram is charting a course to make a substantial

contribution.

After a decade of building experience, creating a

global network, and establishing effective partner-

ships, the Program is well positioned to play a cat-

alytic role in assisting countries in developing

sustainable large-scale investments, in enhancing

national and local capacities, and in accumulating

and disseminating lessons and sector knowledge.

By focusing resources where they can achieve the

most, Program activities can improve the access of

low-income people to better water and sanitation

services, and advance, the state of the art in sector

development in lhe 1990s. Conscientiously

applied over the next live years, this strategic

approach to sector development can set in motion

other beneficial processes and activities, and pro-

vide a vital stepping stone toward sustainable

human development.
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